okay good evening Houston this is the International Space Station and doug wheelock report along with my crewmates Scott Kelly and Shannon Walker and our Russian cosmonaut crewmates theater yurchikhin sasha calorie and that alex skripochka and we wanted to UM just let the good folks in in chile know that we just recently heard their the exciting news of the of the rescue of the miners and we think they fill most all of them back to the surface now or a good number of them and we wanted to pass along from
outer space our congratulations to the
heroes both above and beyond below the
ground through this whole crisis and we
would just wanted to pass along our our
best wishes and let you know that we're
so happy to hear about the rescue and we
want to congratulate all the miners for
their perseverance and and their their
faith in their in their and their
friends and their co-workers that were
struggling so many days and so many
nights to to get them back to safety and
from obviously we just wanted to to let
you know how are of you and how much we
admire your or your courage in your
tenacity and and to all those who who
made the rescue happen congratulations
well done and and that speak to everyone
and your it's truly an answer to prayer
and you've been in our thoughts and over
these last several months in several
weeks and and congratulations